
 

 

Lovereading4kids Reader reviews of  
The Map To Everywhere  
by Carrie Ryan and John Parke Davis 
 
Below are the complete reviews, written by Lovereading4kids 
members. 
 
 

Rohan Delamere, age 9 

A brilliant fantasy about 

magic, pirates and 

adventures  with an exciting 

plot. I could really imagine 

the world it was set in.  

This is an adventurous fantasy 

book about a boy and a girl called 

Marrill and Finn. Marrill comes 

from the human world and Finn 

comes from a magic world and 

has been brought up as an orphan 

in Quaznot Quay. Together they 

adventure across the pirate 

stream to find a  cure for Marrill's 

mother. Finn is a really cool 

character and is a master thief 

who no one can reveremember 

(which is pretty useful) and he 

wants to find his mother because 

she is the only one who can remember him apart from Marrill. They  journey 

with a wizard called Ardent and a sailor called Coll. They will have to find the 

Bintheyr map to everywhere but little do they know that an evil man called the 

Oracle wants to use the map to destroy the world…. I would rate this book 9\10 

and would recommend it for boys and girls and people who  like adventure and 

magic. 

 

Isaac East, age 8 

This book is packed with magic humor and excitement. 10 out of 10 



 

 

for ‘The Map To Everywhere’!  

At the start the book is super confusing, but all is revealed when the characters 

eventually meet. The characters take you on an action packed adventure, 

meeting marvelous creatures, battling off super strong wizards on a poisonous 

barnacle boat and traveling on a exploding river. Meet unimaginable monsters 

and super powered wizards. I hope to find more books like ‘The Map To 

Everywhere’. I would recommend this book to anyone who wants to go 

on an exciting journey.  Well done Carrie Ryan and John Parke Davis for 

writing such an amazing book, I also loved the illustrations by Todd Harris and 

thought they helped me imagine the magical adventure. 

 

Joseph Harris-Hart, age 12 

This is a story about a boy named Fin. He is magical when ever he goes out of 

sight he is forgotten. In this book Fin goes on an quest to find his mother, the 

only person that might remember him.  

I found this story difficult to follow at first and struggled to 'get into it'even after 

four chapters. 

After that it became easier and was ok. 

It is an adventure story with pirates, magic and wizardry and worth 

reading if you like that sort of thing. On this occasion it just didn't appeal 

to me though. 

I agree it is suitable for 9-12 years 

 

Ewan Young, age 11 

A brilliant adventure story full of magic and danger, everyone should 

read this.  

This is the story about two children from different worlds. Finn is from a 

magical world and wants to find his mother because she is the only person who 

can remember him - everyone else forgets all about him when they aren't 

looking at him. Marrill is from our world and she boards a pirate ship that 

appears in the car park, she needs to find the map to get home. I liked the way 

the focus of the story kept switching to different characters so I could keep 

trying to guess what was going to happen to them next. There are lots of funny 

bits in the story but it is also full of adventure and twists and turns, I didn't 

want to stop reading it and I can't wait to find out what happens next. 



 

 

Luke Bauer, age 12 

Fin and Marril are trying to find the Map to Everywhere, hoping to 

achieve their goals. But can they escape an evil wizard who wants 

the Map too to fulfil a terrible prophecy?  

This book was a bit boring for me. I read the first chapter and found it (to me) a 

little tedious. I found it a bit random and the chapters where confusing because 

first you would be in Fin's story and then the next chapter you would change to 

Marril's. I am more into stuff on just one planet and not in three different 

worlds at once. 

I would rate it three stars and I'd recommend it to ages 8 and over. 

 

Chloe, age 11 

I loved this book and found it gripping and hard to put down. The 

two main characters are very different but both need the map to help 

them in some kind of way.  

This gripping book was fantastic and a must read. I absolutely loved it! It took 

me a while to get into it but once I had I loved it. I liked how the characters were 

very different but a map to everywhere was  just the thing they both needed. It 

was very exciting. 

 


